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temperate rainforest covered the region. A combination of low inter-annual cli mate variability (EN SO-related), declin ing strength of the Asian monsoon, and low intensity of Aboriginal occupation in the rainforests likely caused low charcoal quantities and fire-event frequencies. It was not until around 4 cal ka BP that char coal quantities and fire-event frequencies rose across the region, peaking in the last 2 ka . Holocene EI Nino activity has been highest in the last 2 ka and may have been a significant cause of drought and great er potential fire ignition over this time. This period also coincides with evidence for increased Aboriginal site occupation and the adoption of more complex food extraction strategies and intensive use of rainforest resources (Turney and Hobbs, 2006; Cosgrove et aL, 2007) .
Concluding remarks
The comparison of charcoal records with climate and human impact proxies in the Wet Tropics of Australia reveals the com plexity inherent in fire dynamics through time. There are corresponding peaks in fire-event frequencies and millennial scale climate changes in the North Atlan tic (Bond et aL, 2001; Turney et aL, 2005) and regional climate drivers (EI Nino activ ity) that may have influenced fire ignition in the wet tropic rainforests of Australia through the Holocene. However, no single driver can explain past fire patterns and many events may be the result of mUltiple drivers (climate-vegetation-people) inter acting on differing temporal and spatial scales. It also remains unclear whether or not Northern Hemisphere millennial scale climate changes had an impact on the Australian tropics (Turney et aL, 2004) . In Australia, current severe drought and plant mortality are increasing fire hazard and raising concerns about the trajectory of post-fire vegetation change and future fire regimes (Lynch et aL, 2007; Bowman et aL, 2009) . Understanding the interac tion between mUltiple drivers of fire and fire:..events from the past will be critical information for managing fire regimes in Australia in the future.
Data
The Lake Euramoo and Qu incan Crater data are ava ilable upon req uest from the first author. 
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and are overlain by pollen % (thin black lines). A tentative correla tion between the CHAR peaks and fire events dated by dendrochronological analysis offire scars at Storasjo (Wdglind, 2004) is proposed. The top gray plot shows frequency ofdated clearing cairns per 100-0 interval in the Vdxjo region (Skoglund, 2005), documenting extensive forest clearing by burning.
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In contrast to Australia where natural fires are common and the influence of humans on patterns of fire is complex (Lynch et aL, 2007) (8) globa l biomass burning with confidenceintervals based on bootstrap resampling by site (red, Marlon et 01.,2008) , Fig. 1e ; Greisman and Gaillard, 2009; Olsson et aL, 2010; Olsson and Lemdahl, 2009; 2010) . Species com position of the forest was also an impor tant influence; e.g., the continuous pres ence of pine at Storasjo explains why there was more fire during the mid-Holocene than at Stavsakra where pine was rare. Pine was the dominant tree at Storasjo from AD 500, while it was absent or rare at Stavsakra until planted in the 20 th cen tury (Fig. 1e) . High macroscopic charcoal values ca. AD 1000-1200 may be related to the MCA. The data also indicate that the area was characterized by grazed Cal/una (heather) heaths that were maintained by fire from 750 BC until the 18 th century ( Fig.   1e ; Olsson et aL, 2010; Olsson and Lem dahl, 2009, 2010) . Dates from clearance cairns (Mounds of stones usually created by clearance of stones from fields for agri cultural purposes) in the Stavsakra region from 2000 BC to AD 1800 (Fig. 1e ) docu ment extensive forest clearing by burning (Skoglund, 2005) . At Storasjo, macroscopic charcoal ( Fig. 1 e) correlates with dated fire scars on pine attributed to human-caused burning during the last 0.6 ka (Waglind, 2004) . The change from very frequent to no fires in the 18 th -19 th centuries in Swe den coincides with fire suppression (e.g., Niklasson et aL, 2002; Lindbladh et aL, 2003) . Hence, human activities appear to have strongly shaped patterns of fire in parts of southern Sweden and northwest ern Europe during the late Holocene.
Conclusions
The case studies here illustrate how the timing and consequences of anthropo genic interventions in natural fire regimes vary greatly across space and depend heavily on local ecological context; they also demonstrate why the cumulative global effects of anthropogenic impacts on fire regimes have been difficult to de tect until the past two centuries (Fig. 2) . ln creasing efforts to synthesize existing pa leoecological records (Power et aL, 2009) , and combine multiproxy evidence of pa leoenvironmentalchanges with archeo logical data and modeling promise valu able advancements in our understanding of coupled human-natural systems in the past.
Data
All charcoa l da ta d iscussed herein are ava ilab le from th e Globa l Charcoa l Database (http:// www.ncd c.noaa.gov/paleo/impd/gcd.htm l)
